
Thursday, April 16th 
 
PK3 
Religion: Continue to practice the “Hail Mary.” Imagine your Guardian Angel sitting next to you 
and holding you under his or her wings.  Close your eyes and then say out loud, “ Ever this day 
be at my side. Amen.” Remember to make the Sign of the Cross before and after every prayer..  
ELA : Watch the daily video wherein “Mary, Mary Quite Contrary” sees how her garden grows. 
Practice saying, “With silver bells and cockle shells, and little maids all in a row.” 
Math: Practice lining ten objects up in a row and count as you point to them.  This is called 
practicing with one-to-one-correspondence. This is an important preschool skill.  
Science/Social Studies: Practice asking questions to another person in your family. What can 
you ask?  Ask questions about weather, about feelings, about favorite types of foods, or 
anything else that you might come up with.  Make sure to use eye contact as we have learned 
through puppet play. We will explore this through tomorrow’s video.  
Physical Activity: Go Noodle:  Roar 
https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/roar?s=Discover&t=Wo4/13/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20
GoNoodle%20TUESDAY&sid=1750&x=3&y=1&mft=simple%20row 
 
PK4 
Religion: Continue practicing the “Lord’s Prayer”.  If you didn’t get a chance to do the “The 5 
Finger Prayer” please try and do it today. This activity gives the children an opportunity to learn 
how to pray. https://pin.it/5FOc3Zh.  
ELA: On Seesaw do the activity Letter W practice and Writing letters-W.  
Math: On Seesaw practice writing the number 8. Continue counting to 100.  
Science/Social Studies: I would also like for all of you to color a butterfly. I have attached a link 
of a blank butterfly. At the top it says ‘Butterfly Symmetry”. The class will color the butterfly with 
both wings looking exactly the same. https://pin.it/3HZP6ok.  
Physical Activity: Go Noodle:  Roar 
https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/roar?s=Discover&t=Wo4/13/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20
GoNoodle%20TUESDAY&sid=1750&x=3&y=1&mft=simple%20row 
 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
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Kindergarten 
Religion: Pray for all those affected by the virus  
ELA: Complete any work from the prior days that you were not able to complete. Work on the 
phonics pages and sight word pages.  Please write a sentence using the sight word for 
Thursday. 
Math:  Complete any work from the prior days that you were not able to complete.  Work on the 
math pages that will be sent to you. 
Science/Social Studies:   Keep track of your routine for Thursday and Friday.  Then ask your 
parents what a typical day for them would have been and with their help write it down. 
Physical Activity: Go Noodle:  Roar 
https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/roar?s=Discover&t=Wo4/13/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20
GoNoodle%20TUESDAY&sid=1750&x=3&y=1&mft=simple%20row 
 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
 
1st Grade 
Video: https://prezi.com/v/8twe53obq2fe/ 
Religion:  Pentecost: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLa-lj0zCGg 
Watch the video. Talk to someone about which video you liked the best so far this week.  
ELA: Read 20 mins per day: Continue to identify: characters, main idea, setting, plot,  through 
discussion with someone.  3 letter blends 
 http://www.theteachersguide.com/firstgradewondersunitsixweekfour.htm Optional: Spelling city 
for extra practice.  https://www.spellingcity.com/view-spelling-list.html?listId=18794262 
Writing: Cook an item of your choice: Post a picture to seesaw if you would like to share.  
Math:Use strategies to subtract 10. 
https://media.pk12ls.com/curriculum/math/ap/g1/enVision_G1_11_06_AP.pdf 
Optional: Cut or fold an item into ½ or ¼  (½ is 2 equal pieces, ¼ is 4 equal pieces).  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAqzsQL8J6Q Optional: Prodigy or Splash learn 
Science/Social Studies: Mystery Science: Sounds and Vibrations 
https://mysteryscience.com/light/mystery-1/sounds-vibrations/105?r=27196873 
Physical Activity: Go Noodle:  Roar 
https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/roar?s=Discover&t=Wo4/13/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20
GoNoodle%20TUESDAY&sid=1750&x=3&y=1&mft=simple%20row 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
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Specials: Art:Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, 
copy paper weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, 
so those are good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good 
instructions! origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel 
free to send me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
 
 
  
 
2nd Grade 
Video: http://somup.com/cYfoYOieMs 
Religion:    Since Thursday has always been our day to say the rosary, please try and say 10 
Hail Mary’s, one Our Father and one Glory Be with a family member.  
ELA: https://www.getepic.com/app/my-library/collections, This is through the reading side epic, 
and I want you to read I Need My Monster.  Remember our class code is wlb8749, and  just 
select your name.  You are also able to listen to this to be read to you. 
Math:  https://www.getepic.com/app/my-library/collections This is in the same math site that we 
have been using this week and today you will be adding three addends. 
Science/Social Studies:   https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/the-statue-of-liberty  This 
is more on American symbols, today will be the Statue of Liberty. 
Physical Activity: Go Noodle:  Roar 
https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/roar?s=Discover&t=Wo4/13/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20
GoNoodle%20TUESDAY&sid=1750&x=3&y=1&mft=simple%20row 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
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3rd Grade 
Religion:  Learn about different types of prayer. Complete assignment on Google Classroom 
(using workbook pages 184-185).  
Optional: Lead your family in one of the prayers on pages 380-384 of your workbook. 
ELA: Answer questions about Chapters 7 and 8 of Clementine. Be sure to answer in complete 
sentences on page 15 of your packet. 
Optional: Discuss answers with Mrs. Kamphaus in Zoom Chat at 10:00am! *parent permission 
required* 
Math:  Complete End of Topic Assignment on Google Classroom. Watch Mrs. Kamphaus’s 
“4/16 Math” video and follow along on pages 603-604 of workbook, then complete Topic 15 
Online Assessment. 
Optional: Play Prodigy to strengthen multiplication fluency. 
Science:   Complete “Animal Migration” assignment on Google Classroom.  
Social Studies:   Share COVID19-Time Capsule document with Mrs. Kamphaus by Friday, 
April 17th.  
Physical Activity: Go Noodle:  Roar 
https://app.gonoodle.com/activities/roar?s=Discover&t=Wo4/13/20-FP-4A-Featured%20on%20
GoNoodle%20TUESDAY&sid=1750&x=3&y=1&mft=simple%20row 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
 
 
4th Grade 
Religion:Use the 10 commandments to create questions for an Examination of Conscience. 
Find the google assignment to record your questions.  
ELA:  Continue working on your bloom ball project. Watch today’s video for Author Facts 
Math:Use your workbook to complete the Solve and Share, then watch the Visual Learning for 
lesson 13-6 on Pearson Realize. After watching the pearson video, watch my Math video on 
google classroom to go through the Guided Practice. Complete the Practice Buddy for your 
Homework grade 
Social Studies:”Fill in the blank Alamo” page found in google classroom.  
Physical Activity: Walk/Jog Bike for 10 minutes 
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Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
 
 
 
5th Grade 
Religion:  Chapter 17 Review. Use your Religion Workbook to help you. See Google 
Classroom Religion for the Google Form “Chapter 17 Review”. 
ELA: See Google Classroom Literacy for “Masks by Shel Silverstein” poem reading and 
discussion questions. 
Math:  See Google Classroom Math for “Topic 8 Performance Task”. This will be the final 
assignment for Topic 8, Multiplying Fractions. Zoom 10am. 
Social Studies: See Google Classroom Social Studies for “Citizenship: The Declaration of 
Independence” for an examination of the Declaration of Independence and questions. 
Physical Activity: Walk/Jog Bike for 10 minutes 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
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6th Grade 
Religion:    See Google Classroom for Prayer, Saint of the Day (St. Bernadette Soubirous), and 
Easter lesson continued 
ELA: See Google Classroom for instructions on how to peer edit your classmates’ papers.  
Reading Gold: Zoom Meeting 10:00AM  Chapter two video assignment 
Reading Blue:  Watch Zoom video of Mr. Philipp following instructions for a PB&J on 
Classroom portal and comment on how specific instructions were good and how others could be 
improved. 
Math Gold:   Video for Simplifying Expressions in Google Classroom, assignment is a 
worksheet Additional Practice 3-7. (posted in Google Classroom) 
Math Blue:  Video for Dividing Fractions in Google Classroom, assignment posted in Google 
Classroom, worksheet Dividing Fractions 
Science: See Google Classroom: Imagineering Project Lesson 1 - Exercises 2-4  
Social Studies:   Watch Flocabulary video on Greece and respond to questions on Google 
Classroom 
Physical Activity: Walk/Jog Bike for 15 minutes 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
 
7th Grade 
Religion:    See Google Classroom for Prayer, Saint of the Day (St. Bernadette Soubirous), and 
Easter lesson continued 
ELA: See Google Classroom for tips on drafting your Problem/Solution essay.  
Reading Gold: Continue to fill out post it note page as you read Chapters 38 -end Zoom 
meeting 11:00 
Reading Blue:  Attend Zoom meeting at 1pm. Link available on Google Classroom.  Have 
questions for “The Treasure of Lemon Brown” submitted and be prepared to discuss the story. 
Math Gold:   Video for Dividing Fractions in Google Classroom, assignment posted in Google 
Classroom, worksheet Dividing Fractions 
Math Blue:  Video for Absolute Value Equations in Google Classroom, assignment is a 
worksheet Absolute Value Equations #2 - 20 evens (posted in Google Classroom) 
Science:   See Google Classroom: Imagineering Project Lesson 1 - Exercises 2-4 
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Social Studies:   Submit questions and personal comment on the Electoral College on Google 
Classroom. Visit ProCon.org from link and respond to prompt on Classroom. 
Physical Activity: Walk/Jog Bike for 10 minutes 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
 
8th Grade 
Religion:   See Google Classroom for Prayer, Saint of the Day (St. Bernadette Soubirous), and 
Easter lesson continued  
ELA: See Google Classroom for tips on drafting your Problem/Solution essay.  
Reading Gold: See Google classroom for the comic overview of Act 2.  
Reading Blue:  Post responses to “The Stolen Party” on Google Classrrom before attending 
Zoom meeting at 10am and be prepared to discuss the story. 
Math Gold:   Video for Solving Inequalities Using Multiplication and Division in Google 
Classroom, assignment is a worksheet Solving Inequalities Using Multiplication and Division 
(posted in Google Classroom) 
Math Blue: Video for Graphing y = ax^2 +bx + c in Google Classroom, assignment is a 
worksheet Graphing y = ax^2 +bx + c (posted in Google Classroom)  
Science:   See Google Classroom: Imagineering Project Lesson 1 - Exercises 2-4 
Social Studies:   Post Comparing state and federal powers on Google Classroom and respond 
to writing prompt. 
Physical Activity: Walk/Jog Bike for 10 minutes 
Play SockBall - Find a large box or laundry basket and put a medium container inside the box. 
Find an even smaller container to put inside the medium container.  Take a small ball or sock 
ball and stand about 10 feet back.  Toss the ball and try to get it in the small container. 
1 point for large container, 5 points for medium container, 10 points for small container 
Specials: Art: Hi! Hope you had a happy Easter! Hope you relaxed a little bit. All the grades will 
be trying some Origami this week.  
Let's do some Japanese Origami! All you will need is a square piece of paper, copy paper 
weight or lighter, and some time. Origami paper usually comes in 6x6 or 8x8 sizes, so those are 
good sizes to use.I found two websites that have fun projects with good instructions! 
origami-fun.com and origamiway.com. Pick a project you like and get folding! Feel free to send 
me a picture of your finished work. I'd love to see it!! Stay healthy and busy! 
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